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NEW QUESTION: 1
When undertaking disaster recovery planning, which of the
following would NEVER be considered a "natural" disaster?
A. Electromagnetic pulse
B. Lightning Strike
C. Tsunami.
D. Arson.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Universal Containers has set accounts, contacts, and
opportunities to private. Sales representatives manage the
accounts for which they are the account owner. The company also
employs sales specialists to assist sales representatives on
deals. What should a consultant recommend to allow the sales
specialists to see account information and any opportunity
information associated with an account?

A. Share opportunities manually with the sales specialists and
assign them read access.
B. Assign the sales specialists to the same profile as the
account owners.
C. Add the sales specialists to the account team and assign
them read access to opportunities.
D. Assign the sales specialists to the same role in the role
hierarchy as the account owners.
Answer: C
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Workspace
Owner
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-contro
l/built-in-roles
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Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
From the output shown below of the HSRP status of DSW2, we see
that the active router has a priority of 200, while the local
priority is 190. We need to increase the priority of DSW2 to
greater than 200, but it should be less than 250 so that if the
gig 1/0/1 interface goes down, DSW1 will become active. DSW2 is
configured to decrement the priority by 50 if this interface
goes down, so the correct answer is to increase the priority to
more than 200, but less than 250.
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